
 

Fellowship in France 2019 – Rally Report 
On a cloudy Saturday in June, 21 intrepid travellers who had           
made their way to the South of France met for a two week rally              
at a private site in Fontrailles owned by Don and Maureen           
Paddon. Few foresaw the extreme heat that we were about to           
experience for much of the time with temperatures        
approaching 40 degrees in the shade. Certainly we kept         
getting messages from England to let us know that it was 40            
degrees in France – amusing – did they not realise we knew            
that already! Luckily, the rally was advertised as “a laid back           
rally” and this was perfect as the heat prevented any activity           
that bordered on strenuous. 
Once we were on site and set up camp, we were welcomed            
with wine and a delicious buffet prepared by our hosts Don           
and Maureen who, by the way, are former ICA members.  
The following day we were treated to our first meal out. This            
turned out to be at the same local Ferme Auberge that some of             
the rally members’ had visited 4 years earlier. We enjoyed a           
delightful and traditional French Sunday Lunch, with lots of         
wine to while away the afternoon.  
Over the next few days, two      
competitions were organised;   
Boules and a Croquet    
competition, although the   
latter could have been “crazy     
golf” given the absence of an      
appropriate playing surface.   
Both competitions attracted   
attentive, vocal crowds and    
“benefited” from multiple   
referees.  

 



 

Continued; 
For the more energetic, they took it upon themselves to take           
the occasional walk into Trie sur Baise, just a couple of miles            
or so each way. 
In small groups, occasional outings were organised such as         
visiting Trie sur Baise, the nearest local town, where ralliers’          
could be found wandering through this traditional French        
market. Others undertook scenic drives in the beautiful        
countryside visiting other villages and tourist attractions       
although this, we suspect, was as much for the car Air-con as            
anything. 
 
For most of us the height of       
strenuous activity came in    
the form of a dip in the       
swimming pool, especially as    
it was often just too hot to sit        
in the shade. 
 
  

Our second meal out as a      
group was at La P’tite     
Marmite Gasconne in   
Mielan,as the photograph   
shows, a quirky   
establishment from the   
outside but beautifully   
traditional on the inside.  
 
However, both descriptions   

became irrelevant, when we were presented with copious wine         
and a fabulous four course meal of fish soup, pate and ham            
salad, beef, potatoes and peas all followed by a quartet of           
desserts and coffee.   

 



 

Continued; 
The following day saw Happy Hour extended when we all          
celebrated Ted Elgar’s 85th birthday. Jan, to mark the         
occasion, had purchased from the local Patisserie, two        
wonderful cakes which everyone    
enjoyed.  
As the lazy days passed two      
competitions came to a head. First      
to reach a finale was Boules, Ted       
and Jan narrowly beat Dick and      
Di.Dick must have been feeling the      
heat otherwise he and Di just may       
have overcome the Elgar's. 
This was followed by another close      
final where Ted and Jan were again       
successful against Don and    
Maureen in the Croquet    
competition. 
For our final dinner we were transported by our Host Don and            
Rally Officer Mike, who acted as taxis to take us to a            
magnificent old manor house that is now a Chambres d’Hotes          
with Table d’Hotes. We were the only guests that evening and           
were able to enjoy the beautiful gardens and the perfume of           
the magnificent Linden tree, before going indoors for dinner. 
After the meal, the quiz prizes were awarded. Along with the           
Boules and Croquet competitions, Ted and Jan had also won          
the quiz, but much to their credit they decided to share the            
spoils from all 3 wins with the runners up. Special thanks were            
given to Jan and Sue who took it upon themselves to visit Trie             
Sur Baise every morning to collect daily bread and pastries          
whilst the rest had a lie in.  
Finally, our thanks were expressed to our hosts, Don and          
Maureen, rally leaders Mike and Heather Reed and Mollie and          
David Gowing who, all agreed, had done their utmost to          
enable us to enjoy a wonderful rally. 
Connie and Sue 

 


